1. Multi Pro WM and Multi Pro 1750

The Multi Pro WM is a bed-mounted sprayer accessory for the Workman HD or HDX utility vehicle, which features a 200-gallon chemical tank and is designed to quickly mount and dismount from a Workman vehicle in 20 minutes or less. The Multi Pro 1750 is a 175-gallon dedicated turf vehicle sprayer designed to maneuver in smaller turf areas such as tees, greens and sports fields to improve productivity and spray accuracy. Both Toro sprayers feature a completely redesigned polyethylene elliptical tank with side agitation nozzles, which eliminates the shelves and corners that chemicals tend to stick on and ensures proper mixing and agitation. Equipped with QuickFind — a new sprayer control console — the Multi Pro WM and Multi Pro 1750 each have a unique console that houses the InfoCenter, pressure gauge and intuitive sprayer control switches, making sprayer operation easy for the operator. The QuickFind console features a layout that intuitively helps the operator find boom and actuator switches without having to look at them.

toro.com
Now available from Nufarm, Cleary 3336® F fungicide promises proven protection against a broad spectrum of devastating diseases. 3336 F works with preventive and curative properties to keep almost any turf and ornamental setting disease free. Now you can get the brand you trust from the people you already know.

LEARN MORE. WWW.NUFARM.COM/USTO

2. Skid-Mounted Spot Sprayers

**TURFEX** introduces its line of skid-mounted spot sprayers. Designed to mount into the bed of any utility vehicle or pickup, the new spot sprayers are ideal for weed spraying, turf maintenance, tree and flower watering and pest control applications. Two TurfEx spot sprayers are currently available with a 50-gallon tank (model US500) and a 100-gallon tank (model US1000). Both units feature fully corrosion-resistant polyethylene tank construction, 50-foot hoses on 100-foot capacity manual-rewind hose reels and long spray wands with trigger actuation. Featuring 12-volt diaphragm pumps, the sprayers conveniently connect to the carrying vehicle’s electrical system for operation. The pumps move liquid at a rate of five gallons per minute at 40 psi. TurfEx spot sprayers are built on a skid-frame mount for easy transport. In cases where the service vehicle can’t carry the unit, an optional trailer kit is available.

turfexproducts.com

Caddell says that if your tips are clogging up, check the micron screens — they may be too small. “Our micron filters were so tight, any kind of powder was clogging them up,” Caddell says. “We changed the filters, and that change seems to have solved all of our problems.”